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1.  
Liquid pool covers by Flexible Solutions have been put to the test and, when measured 
against a traditional, plastic pool cover, have been proven to be about 75% as effective, 
based on average coverage hours, where heat retention properties are concerned. 

 
2.  

Flexible Solutions' family of liquid pool covers work by reducing evaporation from a 
pools' surface. Approximately 70% of heat is lost through evaporation, so by reducing 
that evaporative loss, a pool using a liquid pool cover is able to retain heat, staying 
warmer for a longer period of time. See page 8 for details. 

 
3.  

Heated pools cost a lot of money to maintain their temperature, and they still lose the 
majority of their heat to evaporation. The less heat they lose, the less energy is required 
by the heating device. In most situations, liquid pool covers can reduce the energy 
required to heat a pool by 10-35%, saving a lot of money. 

 
4.  

Liquid pool covers can save up to 50% of the water that is lost to evaporation. Refer to 
page 10 for substantive proof. 

 
5.  

Liquid pool covers don't require heavy lifting or elbow grease. They can be automatically 
applied to a pool using your choice of effective dosing applications. 

 
6. –  

Thanks to the versatility of being liquid, Flexible Solutions' product line can be used on 
any pool – regardless of size, shape or location. 

 
7.  

Over the past 20 years, Flexible Solutions' brand of liquid pool covers have been tested 
and proven to be safe for all family members and pool equipment. 
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Liquid pool covers by Flexible Solutions have been put to the test and, when measured against 
a traditional, plastic pool cover, have been proven to be about 75% as effective where heat 
retention properties are concerned. 
 
CLARIFICATION: When compared to a plastic pool cover that is properly covering a swimming 
pool at all times, a liquid pool cover is 75% as effective in retaining heat. One important benefit 
to using a liquid pool cover is that it can cover your pool effectively 24 / 7, even when the pool 
is in use. If a plastic blanket is being used on a pool, that pool is unavailable for use. In actual 
day-to-day usage, the heat retention properties are very similar. 
 
The Professional Pool Operators of America (PPOA) conducted a study that offered the 
following results: 

 
 

 

Professional Pool Operators of 
America 

“Energy conservation with a pool 
blanket or retardant is a complex 
subject, and accurate calculations are 
difficult. But the proof is in the puddin' 
(or the savings) and pool owners are 
finding that while eight hours of “cover 
time” a day can save up to one-half of 
their heating costs, 24 hours of a slightly 
less effective but infinitely easier 
evaporative retardant can do about the 
same thing, even while the swimmers 
are doing their thing. A hard cover can 
pay for itself (with a lot of work) in 
about six months of use or less; the 
liquid, as the primary or as a 
supplement cover, can do so even 
faster.” 

Cover Type 

No Cover 

Hard Cover 

Liquid Cover 

Liquid Cover 
twice / day 

Average Day 
Temp 

92 

92 

92 

92 

Average 
Night Temp 

55 

55 

55 

55 

Max Water 
Temp 

76 

84 

82 

83 

Loss 
Overnight 

12 degrees F 

4 degrees F 

6 degrees F 

5 degrees F 

Net Daily 
Results 

6 degrees 
loss 

8 degrees 
gain 

6 degrees 
gain 

7 degrees 
gain 
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Liquid pool covers manufactured by Flexible Solutions are  quite simple to explain: 
 
The HeatsavrTM liquid is a solution added to your pool's water that floats on the surface, 
creating a barrier that helps to slow down evaporation. Evaporative loss accounts for about 
70% of heat loss so, by slowing this down, you will keep the water in your pool warmer for a 
longer period of time. 
 
The product is specially formulated to be lighter than water, so it will always rise to the surface. 
It is also chemically designed to remain in a single layer, so the molecules in the liquid will also 
spread out to fit next to each other, as opposed to on top of or underneath. This spreading 
factor will ensure that the liquid fully covers the surface of the pool water, extending as far as 
possible until it comes against a disturbance or protrusion in the water – such as the pool wall, 
or a water feature. 
 
The liquid pool cover spreads at a speed of about 6 mph, so it will cover even a large pool quite 
quickly. If there is wind or other movement on the surface of the water, the product will be 
pushed aside, only to form again immediately as the water calms. 
 
Liquid pool covers are biodegradable, and they must be added on a daily basis in order to 
achieve the highest results. For this reason, Flexible Solutions has developed a slow release 
mechanism for residential pools, and offers an Automatic Metering System for commercial or 
residential use.  

 
  

Self spreading molecules safely travel 
through the circulation systems & pool 

filters 

www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers 

Liquid barrier traps heat and slows 
evaporation 

www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers 

http://youtu.be/kcO3TfMi_9Q
http://www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers
http://youtu.be/kcO3TfMi_9Q
http://www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers
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Flexible Solutions' family of liquid pool covers work by reducing evaporation from a pools' 
surface. About 70% of heat is lost through evaporation; by reducing that loss, a pool using a 
liquid pool cover is able to retain heat, staying warmer and gaining temperature over time. 
 

As shown in the study on page 3, 
Plastic Blanket vs Liquid Pool Cover, 
HeatsavrTM has the ability to reduce 
overnight heat loss by about 50%. 
 
The chart to the left demonstrates 
how reducing overnight heat loss can 
affect the maximum water temp 
gained during the day. 
 
With an average day temperature of 
92°F, a pool will have a great 
opportunity to heat up during the day, 
even without a supplementary heat 
source. However, as the evening 
drops to a cool 55°F, the water 
temperature will drop drastically 
overnight, leaving the water cold and 
unappealing the following morning. 

 
By using a liquid pool cover, each morning the pool will have a higher starting temperature, 
allowing greater gain throughout the day. Each day swimming can start earlier and end later. 
Each season can start earlier and end later. 

 

● ● ● 

[We] found out our first winter after a cloudy or rainy spell in the winter months the pool 
temperature dropped to the low 70's. We didn't want to swim in the pool with the water 

temperature so low. Not only would an installed pool heater cost a lot but our energy costs would 
increase… 

After we used ecosavr pool heaters starting 3 years ago the temperature of the pool never dipped 
below 79 - 80 degrees and is often in the low 80's. It is wonderful and has changed the way we use 

the pool. Gone are the days when we would worry that our guests, who only escape winter for a 
week or 2, would not be able to enjoy swimming in our pool. 

~ L & D Hurtig, Pool Owners 

● ● ● 

 

No Cover Liquid
Cover

Liquid
Cover -
twice /

day

Hard
Cover

72

74

76

78

80

82

84
Type of Cover 

D
e

g
re

e
s 

F 

Heat Retention Properties 

No Cover

Liquid Cover

Liquid Cover -
twice / day

Hard Cover
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Heated pools cost a lot of money to maintain their temperature, and they still lose the majority 
of their heat to evaporation. The less heat they lose, the less energy is required by the heating 
device. In most situations, liquid pool covers can reduce the energy required to heat a pool by 
10-35%, saving a lot of money.  
 
Even complex systems, like infinity edge pools, can reduce their costs dramatically. The one 
featured in the pictures here is located in Southern California. This pool is 1200 square feet, and 
is heated to 80°F year round. According to the caretaker, 

  

 “January through March 2008 we 
burned through 3,685 therms (3,568 cu 
ft) at $1.49/therm according to the gas 

bill.  

 For the same period in 2009, using 
Heatsavr, we burned through 2,929 
therms (2,838 cu ft) at $1.01/therm.  

 From January - March 2009 the pool 
consumed 756 therms less which is a 
20.5% savings in volume of gas on a 

pool with an Infinity Edge.” 
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Just as your tap water requires a heat source to warm up your showers, so does your pool 
require a heat source to rise to a comfortable swimming temperature. In some areas, the sun's 
warmth is enough. In most locations, however, a heater, heat pump or solar system is required 
to get the water up to temp. 
 
Once warm enough to swim in, the focus turns to keeping the heat in the pool to maintain the 
desired temperature. Unfortunately, pools lose their heat almost as soon as it enters the water.  
As the heat is removed from the pool's water, the heat source needs to continue working to 
keep the temperature stable. 
 
As you can see from the chart, there are 3 main culprits to heat loss: 
 

 
According to the US Department of Energy, evaporation is by far the largest source of heat loss. 
As the heat evaporates into thin air, so does the energy used to heat up the pool water. If a gas 
or electric heater is in use, this will result in high energy bills. If solar energy or heat pumps are 
being used, it may mean that the water will never reach or maintain the desired warmth. 
 
According to the Professional Pool Operators of America, 

 

70% 

20% 

10% 

Heat Loss 

Evaporation

Radiation

Losses to Ground & Other

“a brief “scientific” explanation helps our pool operator to understand the significance of 
evaporation: Water, that master-standard chemical, requires just one calorie per millilitre 

(cubic centimetre) to raise its temperature exactly one degree Centigrade. Conversely, it loses 
one calorie as the temperature drops  one degree. However, vastly increased amounts of 
energy are either given off or required to be “taken in” for changes of state – that’s the 

transition between the vapor, liquid and solid states of water. For the shift from liquid to 
vapor, the energy required is called the “heat of vaporization“ – and that value is 540 calories. 

It takes five hundred forty times as much energy to vaporize any quantity of water than it 
does simply to raise that same quantity of water one degree Centigrade!” 
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From the PPOA study, it is not hard to imagine the amount of energy required to keep a pool 
heated, especially one where the evaporation is obviously billowing off the surface. Anything 
that can help lower the amount of evaporation will reduce the energy spent heating the pool 
considerably. 
 
Liquid pool covers reduce the amount of evaporation a pool experiences by about half. That 
means that half of the heat that would normally be lost to evaporation is kept in the pool 
water, helping to maintain the water temperature and lowering the energy required to keep 
the water up to temp. 
 
HeatsavrTM has been responsible for considerable monetary savings in swimming pools around 
the world. A case study conducted by the City of Thunder Bay concluded that they save 40% on 
natural gas consumption. A hotel pool in San Jose, CA saves approximately $12 a day (over 
$4000 / year) by covering their pool with HeatsavrTM, liquid pool cover. An indoor fitness center 
in Florida lowered their fuel costs for heating their swimming pool by more than 30%. 
 
It is not just commercial facilities that are able to save money on their heating costs.  

 
 
Heating a pool is expensive. Liquid pool covers 
can reduce that expense.  

  

Flexible Solutions is a 
company that offered their 
Heatsavr Product. It has 
worked wonders for our pool 
and there is no need to deal 
with covers. It does a 
wonderful job of keeping the 
heat in. We have also noticed 
that our heater only runs a 
quarter of the time that it 
originally did with the 
Heatsavr Product. 

•~ A. Vigarito, Home & Pool Owner www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers 

http://youtu.be/oqpw29-AiAE
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Liquid pool covers can save up to 50% of the water that is lost to evaporation. 
 

The Salt River Project (SRP), one of Arizona's 
largest utilities, claims that the average pool 
will lose its entire contents to evaporation 
throughout a single season. 
 
With many backyard pools containing at 
least 15,000 gallons, that is a lot of wasted 
water each year. The SRP conducted a study 
on the efficiency of liquid pool covers, and 
their ability to conserve water. According to 
the study, the average reduction that can be 
expected is 30 – 50%. 

 
Whenever you see a pool that is steaming uncontrollably, consider how much water is being 
needlessly wasted. Even if it is not noticeable visually, all pools lose water to evaporation. 
Liquid pool covers can help save water, and make the pool environment more enjoyable.  

 
 

Before HeatsavrTM. 
Note steam billowing 

off the water. 

15 min. after adding 
HeatsavrTM. Note 

obvious lack of steam. 

Salt River Project 
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Liquid pool covers don't require heavy lifting or elbow grease. They can be automatically 
applied to a pool using your choice of effective dosing applications. 
 

 
 

Snip the Fin                    
& Toss It In!        

Ecosavr, the original 
liquid solar pool 

cover fish, is a small 
disposable plastic 
fish filled with the 

HeatsavrTM liquid. All 
you have to do is snip 
the fin, squeeze out a 
small air bubble, and 
drop it in your pool. 
For most backyard 

pools, this is a once a 
month application 

process taking about 
1 minute to 
complete. 

Do-It-Yourself Option 
If you are a do-it-

yourselfer, 
HeatsavrTM is also 
available in 35 oz 
bottles which are 

each equipped with a 
dispensing chamber 

for easy dosing, 
directly into a pool. 
Each evening, when 

the pool is being 
closed, simply take a 
few seconds to pour 
the recommended 

dosage into the pool, 
and it will be 

effectively covered 
for the next 24 hours. 

Set It & Forget It!  
For a more 

permanent solution 
to a liquid pool cover, 

you may choose to 
install a HeatsavrTM 
Automatic Metering 

System that will hook 
up to either 35 oz 

bottles or 140 oz jugs 
of HeatsavrTM. This is 

a one-time 
installation that 

allows owners and 
operators to set the 

system once and 
enjoy the benefits 

day after day, 
without worry or 

hassle. 
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Since liquid pool covers are biodegradable, there are a few options for dosing HeatsavrTM into a 
pool. Each 35 ounce bottle has a built-in, 1 ounce dispensing chamber, for easy measuring and 
pouring. All you have to do is squeeze the bottle and then pour the recommended dosage into 
the pool. The product will spread out evenly over the surface, forming the evaporation 
inhibiting layer. 
 
This process does need to be completed each evening, so it is only suitable if you have a regular 
nightly routine and would be able to continue the manual dosing. 

 
Many pool owners do not want to add another chore to their pool routine, no matter how 
quick and easy. This is entirely understandable, and Flexible Solutions has an answer: the HS115 
Automatic Metering System. 
 
The HS115 Automatic Metering 
System is a small, programmable 
peristaltic pump which is 
manufactured and marketed 
exclusively for dosing HeatsavrTM, the 
liquid solar pool cover. It can be 
programmed to run at the same time 
each day, for the required length of 
time to appropriately dose any 
swimming pool with HeatsavrTM.   
 
The system gets plumbed into the 
main return line of a swimming pool 
with a simple injection fitting with 
built-in check valve. It can be 
attached to either a 35 ounce bottle or 140 ounce jug, depending on demand. After it is 
installed, the only requirement you have is to replace the bottle of liquid when it empties. 

“I used the liquid cover on my own pool in the off season in AZ and in answer to all 
the questions, no problems. In essence the cover is an ultra thin film … floating on 
the pool surface. No residue, no build up, way too thin to taste, see, smell, or even 
know it's there. I swam in it regularly and can say it dramatically reduced my 
heating bill, not as much as a regular cover, but a lot. My pool was too large and 
irregular shaped to use a standard cover.” 

~ R. Richard, Home Pool Owner & Pool Specialist 

Automatic Metering System Installation Video 

http://youtu.be/sCO83oxO1do
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Thanks to the versatility of being liquid, Flexible Solutions' product line can be used on any pool 
– regardless of size, shape or location. 
 

 Liquid pool covers are a great solution for any and all of the following: 
 Outdoor pools losing too much heat to the elements 
 Indoor pools suffering from humidity issues, or high energy / water bills 
 Uniquely shaped pools – custom plastic pool blankets are expensive and difficult to buy 

and use 
 Swimming pools with water features – liquid pool covers can form around any 

disturbance in the water, allowing optimal protection at all times, without having to 
“customize” a plastic blanket 

 Small pools that don't want the expense and hassle of using a plastic cover, but want 
the savings and benefits of using one 

 Large pools that need the savings of a pool cover, but can't afford the cost or difficulty 
of a plastic pool cover 
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Over the past 20 years, Flexible Solutions' brand of liquid pool covers have been tested and 
proven to be safe for all family members and pool equipment. 
 
HeatsavrTM and EcosavrTM, the original liquid solar pool covers manufactured by Flexible 
Solutions, are patented products. Not all liquid pool covers are created equal, and no others 
have undergone the rigorous research and testing that this product lines has.  
 
Flexible Solutions is the only manufacturer of liquid pool covers to offer almost 20 years of 
studies and proof. On the website, www.liquidpoolcovers.com, you can find: 
 

 Toxicological Test Studies 
 MSDS  
 NSF Evaluation 
 Various Health Department studies 
 Eye & Skin Irritation Tests 

 
Flexible Solutions' liquid pool covers have been on the market for almost 20 years, and have 
never had a single health related complaint. They are currently in use, around the world in 
locations such as therapy pools, school pools, hospital pools, community and municipal pools, 
and over 50,000 residential pools.  
 
The company has also conducted extensive testing with popular pool equipment and chemicals, 
with complete and total success. HeatsavrTM and EcosavrTM will not interact with your pool 
chemistry in any way, being a pH neutral product that is lighter than water, and is so small that 
it will not impede any of your equipment, including filters, skimmers and heaters. 

 

[This] review confirms the following: 

1. The studies provided would suggest there to be a low probability of skin or eye 

irritation under acute exposure conditions. 

2. The product appears to have no deleterious effect on chlorine based sanitizers 
when used in accordance with manufacturers use instructions in a pool. 

3. There is reason to believe that the primary constituents are either 

food/pharmaceutical grade which have prior sanctioning for use as a direct food 

additive. 

• SUBMITTED BY: The Toxicology Group, LLC. A Wholly Owned Company of NSF 
International, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

http://www.liquidpoolcovers.com/
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Flexible Solutions –  

 
Way back in 1989, Dr. Robert O'Brien and his son, Daniel O'Brien decided to join forces to bring 
a new, cutting-edge technology to the market: HeatsavrTM, the original liquid solar pool cover. 
 
Dr. O'Brien is a surfactant chemist currently with many patents to his name. He is also a 
committed conservationist, as is his son.  
 
During the following 22 years, Flexible 
Solutions International expanded its product 
lines, while never faltering on the 
environmental mission statement that is at 
the heart of the company.  
 
A great deal of testing has taken place over 
the past few decades, and Flexible Solutions 
is proud to be the only company marketing a 
product that has been proven for efficiency 
time and time again. It is also the only liquid 
pool cover that has been tested for safety, 
with the results available to any who wish to 
see them.  
 
Pool owners and operators know that swimming pools may represent fun and games, but the 
equipment and product used need to be of top quality to ensure the safety and health of all 
those who are enjoying the water.  
 
When you use Flexible Solutions' line of liquid pool covers, you can rest assured that they have 
been properly tested for safety. They have also been used, for over 20 years, in a variety of 
environments, including hospitals, therapy pools, schools and many other facilities. HeatsavrTM 
and EcosavrTM are proven – why would you settle for anything less? 
 
A statement by Alison Osinski, Ph.D, in a Toxicological Report conducted by Aquatic Consulting 
Services, concludes: 
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Flexible Solutions is proud to offer support and service on all our product lines. If there are any 
questions or concerns regarding our liquid pool covers our Head Office is available at Toll Free 
(800) 661-6658. You are also welcome to use the following email contacts, if the need arises: 
 
Technical Support, please contact Grant Moonie: grant@flexiblesolutions.com 
Sales or Marketing Inquiries, Monique Nelson: monique@flexiblesolutions.com 
Other General Questions, email: info@flexiblesolutions.com 
 
We also offer the following Warranty Policies: 
 

 
 

Ecosavr 

• Damaged or Defective EcosavrTM can be returned for credit or replacement 
within a one (1) year warranty period from shipment date. Flexible Solutions 
is not liable for any damages of any sort whatsoever, including incidental and 
consequential damages due to negligence, abuse, improper installation, 
improper operation, environmental, accidental, or other conditions beyond 
the normal intended use of the product. 

Heatsavr 

• Damaged or Defective HeatsavrTM can be returned for credit or replacement 
within a one (1) year warranty period from shipment date. Flexible Solutions 
is not liable for any damages of any sort whatsoever, including incidental and 
consequential damages due to negligence, abuse, improper installation, 
improper operation, environmental, accidental, or other conditions beyond 
the normal intended use of the product. 

Automatic 
Metering 

System 

• If an item is in need of repair, please call or write Grant Moonie (as above) to 
obtain Pump Return Instructions. 

• All HS115 dispensers are generally warranted against defects in material and 
workmanship for a period of one (1) year from shipment date, except where 
otherwise noted. Printed circuit boards have a warranty period of two years, 
except where otherwise noted. All plastic parts and parts that come in direct 
contact with chemical products under normal operation are warranted for 90 
days, except for flex tubing which is warranted to be operational at time of 
delivery only. Units will be repaired which are proven to be defective during 
the warranty period provided they are returned to Flexible Solutions. No 
other warranty is expressed or implied. Warranty does not cover equipment 
abuse or misuse, nor does it cover any consequential liability resulting from 
performance of the equipment. 

mailto:grant@flexiblesolutions.com
mailto:monique@flexiblesolutions.com
mailto:info@flexiblesolutions.com
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Troubleshooting -  
 
Liquid pool covers are incredibly easy to use, but they aren't perfect. On occasion, there may be 
slight difficulties which you can easily overcome by trying these easy, troubleshooting steps to 
success: 

 
 
Begin by holding the EcosavrTM with the back facing you and the dorsal fin, or top fin, towards 
the sky or ceiling. You will notice that there is an air bubble inside the body of the EcosavrTM. If 
you tilt the fish back and forth, you will see the liquid inside is blue, and it is moving. The area 
that is not blue is the air bubble, and must be released in order to work correctly. 
 
Snip the fin along the dotted line. Ensuring that the air bubble is directly below the top fin, tilt 
the fish slightly away from your face and squeeze firmly with both hands. Sometimes the air 
bubble gets trapped in the tail fin, so make sure to tilt the fish back and forth until the bubble is 
below the fin where you cut. 
 
If you are having trouble releasing the air, you can snip slightly lower on the fin. If the air bubble 
still will not come out, you can also try soaking the EcosavrTM in a sink or bucket full of hot tap 
water. This will soften and remove any blockages that may have solidified in the valve. 
 
If you completely release the air bubble, 
the EcosavrTM should sink to the bottom 
of your pool. When it sinks, you know it is 
working correctly! If it does not sink right 
away, it may be slightly overfilled. You 
can tilt the fin towards your pool and 
squeeze some of the liquid directly into 
the pool water. It will help the product to 
start working for you immediately, and 
should ensure the EcosavrTM will sink. 
 
Once the EcosavrTM has sunk to the 
bottom of your pool, it will work 
effectively for 25-30 days. At the end of 
this period, “fish” it out and replace it with a new one. 
 
If you prefer, you can also place the EcosavrTM fish into your skimmer basket. 

 
 
Please refer directly to the Installation Manual packaged with every HS115 system. 
  

Ecosavr Tutorial on Youtube.com 

http://youtu.be/aQhn1gNI3jM
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Flexible Solutions Ltd.  
 
www.liquidpoolcovers.com 
Toll Free: (800) 661-3560 
Phone: (250) 477-9969 
Fax: (250) 477-9912 
 
Division Manager: 
Grant Moonie, grant@flexiblesolutions.com 
 
Sales & Marketing Manager: 
Monique Nelson, monique@flexiblesolutions.com 
 
Office Manager: 
Laura Fujino, laura@flexiblesolutions.com 
 
 

 

  

  

  

  

  
  

http://www.liquidpoolcovers.com/
mailto:grant@flexiblesolutions.com
mailto:monique@flexiblesolutions.com
mailto:laura@flexiblesolutions.com
http://www.liquidpoolcovers.com
http://www.facebook.com/liquidpoolcovers
http://www.youtube.com/liquidpoolcovers
http://www.linkedin.com/company/flexible-solutions_2
http://www.twitter.com/flexiblesolutns
http://liquidpoolcovers.snappages.com/expert-blog.htm

